
FAQ 1 

My mailbox database (EDB) has, apparently, gone corrupt as I am unable to mount it. I have checked 

that Exchange system is ok and the Exchange Service is running fine. How can I migrate all the 

mailboxes from the corrupt database to a new database on the same Exchange server without 

deleting users from Active Directory? 

 

 

Step 1: Open the storage Group path (Drive:\Exchange Server HostName\Mailbox\First Storage Group) 

and rename the corrupt EDB file. 

(Let’s suppose if the mailbox name is Mailbox.edb it can be renamed to Mailbox1.edb.) 

This is important, because if you rename the mailbox database and try to mount it, Exchange server will 

create a new database with the original name that will have all the Users as present in the original 

corrupt database. However, all the user mailboxes in this new database (EDB) will be empty. 

Step 2: Go to Exchange Management Console -> Server Configuration -> Mailbox and mount the 

corrupt EDB that has been renamed. This will create a new EDB. This newly created EDB will have all 

mailboxes as defined in the corrupt EDB but mailboxes will be empty.  

Now, the next task is to populate these empty mailboxes in the new EDB by recovering old mailboxes 

from the corrupt EDB. This can be easily done by the Lepide Exchange Manager. 

Step 3: Launch Lepide Exchange Manager (LEM) and add corrupt EDB in source section of the 

application. 

(Software can be installed on any system on the network.) 

Step 4: Add the concerned Exchange server to the destination section of the application by selecting 

Add Destination -> Live Exchange (Multiple Mailboxes) option on Add Destination dialog box of the 

LEM and provide the Server Name and Admin User mailbox name.   

After this, all the mailboxes of the Exchange server (empty mailboxes on the newly created EDB) will get 

listed and can then be, subsequently, selected for populating with the email data from the old mailboxes 

in the corrupt EDB.  

Step 5: Finally, copy-paste mailboxes from corrupt EDB in Source to newly created Live Exchange 

mailboxes using the Copy-Paste feature of the Lepide Exchange Manager. 

 

 



 

FAQ 2 

One of my Information store has gone corrupt. I have checked that Exchange system is working fine 

and Exchange Service is also running. I want to migrate all the mailboxes from the corrupt EDB to an 

existing database without deleting the User accounts from Active Directory. 

 

 

Step 1: Open the storage Group path (Drive:\Exchange Server HostName\Mailbox\First Storage Group) 

and rename the EDB file. 

Step 2: Open Exchange Management Console -> Server Configuration -> Mailbox and Mount the 

Dismounted Database (which has been renamed). It will create a new EDB file. This new EDB will have all 

mailboxes as defined in the corrupt EDB database but these mailboxes will be empty. 

Step 3: Move the empty mailboxes to desired existing database. (Use Move Mailbox option in Exchange 

2007 and Local Move Request option in Exchange 2010). 

Step 4: Launch Lepide Exchange manager (LEM). Click Add Source and add the corrupted EDB in the 

Source section. 

Step 5: After that click on Add Destination button on LEM interface and select Live Exchange (Multiple 

Mailboxes) and click Next. Provide the required credentials such as Server Name and Admin User 

mailbox name and click the Next Button. 

Subsequently, all mailboxes within the Exchange server will be listed – this will also include your newly 

created empty mailboxes. Now, select the required mailboxes where data from corrupt files need to be 

added, click Next and Finish button. All mailboxes will be added in the destination list of the software. 

 Step 6: The last step is to simply copy mailboxes from the corrupt EDB in Source and paste them in the 

selected Live Exchange mailboxes in the destination section one by one. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

FAQ 3 

My Exchange server has only one Information store and it has gone corrupt. Exchange Server’s system 

is running fine and Exchange Service is also available. I need to migrate the corrupt Information store 

to a new Exchange server without deleting Users from Active Directory. 

 

 

Step 1: Open the storage Group path (Drive:\Exchange Server HostName\Mailbox\First Storage Group) 

and rename the mailbox database.  

Step 2: Go to Exchange Management Console -> Server Configuration -> Mailbox and mount the 

corrupt EDB that has been renamed in Step 1. This will create a new EDB. This newly created EDB will 

have all mailboxes as defined in the corrupt EDB but mailboxes will be empty. 

Step 3: Move the newly created mailboxes to the desired database on the new Exchange server. The 

option to move mailboxes depends on the version of the Exchange Server. Thus, in Exchange 2007 we 

have Move mailbox option while in Exchange 2010 we have Remote Move Request option. 

Step 4: Install Lepide Exchange Manager (LEM) on any system in the network and add the corrupt EDB 

to the source section of the application.  

Step 5: Add the new Exchange server where empty mailboxes lie to the destination section of the Lepide 

Exchange Manager.  

For this you have to select Add Destination -> Live Exchange (Multiple Mailboxes) on Add Destination 

dialog box in LEM, and specify the credentials i.e. Server name and Admin User Mailbox name. All 

mailboxes present on the new Exchange Server will be listed, select the required (or all) mailboxes that 

you want to populate. 

Step 6: Finally, as both Source and Destination are ready, simply copy all the mailboxes from the Source 

to the mailboxes in Destination. 

 


